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1.0 Background: The Archery Manufacturers Organization has
established a standard for determining an “AMO Rating
Velocity” far bows. This rating velocity is to be evaluated
under the followin g con dition s:
1.1

60 lbs. peak or maximum draw force

1.2

30 inches (AM0) draw length (28 1/4 inches DLPP)

1.3

540 grains arrow weight (9 times the peak or maximum draw
weight of the bow)

2.0 Purpose: This proposal details a precise testin g techn ique that will
satisfy the requirements and intent of the AMO Rating
Velocity standard and constitutes an offer to perform such
tests for the Archery Manufacturers Organization and/or its
members. The test procedure and velocity rating will provide
only a certification of performance – that is, the velocity at
which a given bow will launch an arrow of the specified
weight under standard conditions. It is not intended to
provide any engineerin g or structural evaluation of the bow
that would determine its “fitness for the use intended” or
safe function, or any other attribute except as stated.
3.0 Test Procedure and Equipment:
3.1

3.2

Preparation:
3.1.1

Depending upon provisions on the test bow as
received, mount arrow rest and pressure point. Use
cushion plunger and wire flipper type rest where
possible. If no provision for plunger, use a pro–flex
type pressure sensitive rest and pressure plate
combination.

3.1.2

Install nocking point on the bow string.

3.1.3

Lubricate compound bows as required.

Shoot–in and Tune: Rough tune for hand shooting and hand
shoot the test bow at least 30 times.
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3.3 Force– Draw Data:
3.3.1

For bows with adjustable draw weight, adjust peak or
maximum draw force to precisely 60 pounds. For
conventional bows and bows without let–off, the 60 pound
maxi– mum draw force shall be attained or held at 50 inches
draw length AMO (28 1/4 inches DLPP).

3.3.2

For bows with non–adjustab1e draw weight, the draw weight
shall fall between 60 and 65 pounds. The Rating Velocity
shall be adjusted mathematically to the 60 pound level of
draw force. (Refer to item 3.9.2)

3.3.3

Measure and record the draw force at one inch increments of
draw length from brace height to at least 30 inches draw
length.

3.3.4

From the force–draw plot ac curately determine the peak or
maximum draw force and the ho1ding force at the standard
test draw length of 30 inches AMO (28 l/4 inches DLPP).

3.4 Measure and Record the Following Data:
3.4.1

Brace height

3.4.2

Bow length at braced condition – axle to axle (center line to
center line) or tip to tip (string nock)

3.4.3

Bow mass weight

3.4.4

String data – strands and length

3.4.5

Cable clearance from arrow shaft in shooting position but not
drawn (where applicable)

3.4.6

Description of arrow rest and pressure point used

3.4.7

Other significant characteristics as required

3.5 Stored Energy Data:
3.5.1

Calculate the stored energy.

3.5.2

Determine percent of let–off.

3.5.3

Calculate the energy storage ratio (stored energy divided by
the peak or maximum draw force (S.E./P.D.F.))
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5.6 Test Arrow:
3.6.1

The test arrow shall be selected of a shaft material, size, and
spin e to match the specified standard test draw weight and
draw length and meet the 540 grain weight requirement.

3.6.2

The arrow shall be fletched with three full contoured 5 inch
die cut feathers set parallel with the shaft (straight fletch).

3.6.3

The test arrow shall be equipped with an interchangeable
point system so that precise weight control can be achieved
by varying the weight of the point.

3.6.4

The weight of the test arrow shall be maintained at 540
grains within the limits of plus or min us 0.5 grain s. This will
control the consistency of theoretical velocity readings to
plus or minus 0.07 feet per second.

5.6.5

The test arrow shall be weighed for each certification test.
This will permit correction of the test results for the
difference in the weight of the test arrow from a precise 540
grains. (See Item 3.9.1)

3.7 Set up Test Bow in Shooting Machine:
3.7.1

The bow shall be mounted in a shooting machine with a
mechanical release and the draw length shall be set. The draw
length should be 28 1/4 inches plus or minus 1/32 inch,
measured from the pivot point of the handle grip to the in–
side of the bow string at the nocking point (50 inches AMO
draw).

3.7.2

The initial chronograph gate shal1 be set at a distance of 36
inches from the pivot point of the bow handle.

3.7.3

Tune the bow for machine shooting.

3.8 Dynamic Test: Chronograph a minimum of five shots or as required
using the standard test arrow to obtain a satisfactory arrow velocity
average. Photo–electric type gate or trigger circuits are satisfactory
for use in conjunction with the chronograph.
3.9 Correction of Test Data: The average arrow velocity reading obtained
(Item 3.8) from the dynamic test may require correction for one or
both of two possible variations from standard test conditions.
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3.9.1

Weight of Test Arrow: The weight of the test arrow may vary from
precisely 540 grains, considering the difficulty of holding the
initial weight (no matter how precise) because of f1etching wear.
If a variation exists, a correction can be made using the following
procedure:
V R (AMO) corrected = 671

3.9.2

where
(S.E.)

=

V

=

WA

=

(S.E.)
540 + 450240 (S.E.) – W A
V2

stored energy in foot pounds from the force–draw
data (Item 3.5.1)
actual average chronographed arrow velocity in feet
per second (Item 3.8)
actual weight of the test arrow in grains (Item 3.6.5)

Draw Weight of Bow: On bows with non–adjustable draw weight
the actual measured draw weight may differ from the stan dard 60
poun ds specified. (See Item 3.3.2) If this situation exists, then
the following correction should be made:
V R (AMO) corrected = V
where
V
P.D.F.

60
(P.D.F.)

= actual average chronographed velocity in feet per
second (Item 3.8)
= peak draw force measured far test bow (Item 3.3.4)

3.9.5

In general, far bows with non–adjustable draw weight, it will
usually be necessary to make both corrections. (Items 3.9.1 and
3.9.2) Far bows with adjustable draw weight on ly, the correction
for arrow weight (Item 3.9.1) is likely to be required.

3.9.4

The 60 to 65 pounds draw weight range for bows with non–
adjustable draw weight is proposed because the basic performance
characteristics of a specific bow usually diminish slightly with
increase in draw weight. By setting the desired standard draw
weight as the minimum an d allowing a readily attain able tolerance
only on the plus side, an incentive is established for a
manufacturer to submit a bow as close as possible to the 60 pound
standard draw weight level. The closer the test bow is to the 60
pound minimum draw weight level, the better the basic
performance characteristics are likely to be. The correction
technique presented in Item 3.9. 2 wi11 provide the appropriate
Rating Velocity for the precise 60 pound equivalent bow.

